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THE DRIEST TITLE ON EARTH:
AN EDUCATIONAL STUDY PROVING
THAT CRIME IN THE WEST
AFFECTED THE GREENLAND
SHARK
Carmen M. Cusack

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Synopsis
Recently, several bones, synthetic skin, glasses,
human skin, and pieces of houses were discovered on
a beach near a gulf.1 The discoveries demonstrate
that tyrants and victims who affiliated their images
with cruelty, including experimentation for vaccines,
hunting, ranching, encroachment, farming, and
domestic violence, have died or been killed and
reintegrated into the environment.2 Dictatorial,
infirmed, and conflicted persons operating or



Mill y Tari
Infra Sections II-V.
2 Id.
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supporting a political coup, including but not limited
to those using names such as Don, Joe, Marla,
Caroline, and Marie, have be reduced to crud.3
Forced into a private collection alongside treasures,
money, personal possessions, natural wonders, and
garbage, they no longer pose a threat and are
peacefully at rest.4 Sadly, their images strike fear and
they are being used to neglect, harm, and breed
animals.5 The smallest possibility is that somehow
they persist, however, they are necrotized and not
cogent; either way, the law is in place to end this
problem.6 One problem addressed by this work is
how the Greenland shark was affected by but
overcame the coup.7
B. Map
Research proposes that the Greenland shark is
affected by a country in the Western Hemisphere.8
3

Id.
Id.
5 Id.
6 Id.
7 Section I.
8 CARMEN M. CUSACK, FISH, JUSTICE, AND SOCIETY (2018).
4
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Relationships between their procreative abstinence
and offensive behavior in that nation can be proven.9
The Greenland shark has left clues.10 Revealed,
abstinence from procreation is one result of erratic
behavior, animal torture, and misconduct in the
Western nation intentionally left unnamed.11 Though
it may be clear to some, the negative press would not
help.12 The searchability of negative portrayals has
been limited.13
Research relies on mixed methods.14 The law is
available to build an educational mold and the field
research prepares students for the material to be
learned and made available.15 The issue present here
9

Id.
Id.
11 Id.
12 Id.
13 CARMEN M. CUSACK, HAIR AND JUSTICE: SOCIOLEGAL
SIGNIFICANCE OF HAIR IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE, CONSTITUTIONAL LAW,
AND PUBLIC POLICY (2015); CARMEN M. CUSACK, ILLICIT SEX WITHIN
THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO LEGISLATE, REGULATE
AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
14 CARMEN M. CUSACK, LAWS RELATING TO SEX, PREGNANCY, AND
INFANCY: ISSUES IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE (2015); CARMEN M. CUSACK,
MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018); CARMEN M.
CUSACK, PORNOGRAPHY AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2014);
CARMEN M. CUSACK, SEX CASE LAW (2019); CARMEN M. CUSACK,
TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY
(2016).
15 FISH, JUSTICE, AND SOCIETY (2018).
10
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is not only whether, going forward from a coup
across the country, educational modules may be
developed from the loss experienced by this nation,
but also whether the Greenland shark can be saved
from

negative

attention

and

undue

memorialization.16
Goals for students presenting authentic research
would be to shape-up the educational community and
provide prospective graduates with well-established
barriers.17

A

law

abiding

citizenry

exhibits

authenticity.18 To remain authentic and burgeon a
future, students should obey traditional rules.19 The
rules are that students may not disrupt the
educational environment and must tell the truth to the
class when given an opportunity to present,
normally.20 Media shared cannot inform them about
schemes and frauds or depict the suffering of animals

16

Id.
Id.
18 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
19 FISH, JUSTICE, AND SOCIETY (2018).
20 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
17
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as if those moments fictionalized the bond between
animals and humans.21
Students may not exhibit or host cruel material
that disrupts the learning environment.22 Inclusion
and reinforcement of false ideologies is suspicious
and unsuitable in school.23 Research shows that a
loss was experienced and remedied when members
of a coup died.24 Not all members equally
participated and none are fully named here.25 Some
are named, but others remain unidentified in this
Article.26 The deceased include legitimate and
corrupt

congressional

employees,

mayors,

commissioners, athletes, former presidents, their
families, political affiliates, entertainers (e.g.,
musician, programmer, and mogul), and religious
members (e.g., Buddhists, Jews, Christians, and
Taoists).27

21 PORNOGRAPHY AND THE

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2014).
Id.
23 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
24 Id.
25 PORNOGRAPHY AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2014).
26 Id.
27 Sections II and III.
22
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Students may retrieve information from this
Article and present it in school because it is
reliable.28 The information may be absorbed by
faculty, who have been reticent to teach anti-coup
topics to the extent required by conscience, ethics,
and law.29 Strong caution precedes education.30 The
authority to use this work accompanies the
prerequisite that students delete animals suffering,
many in the same manner that the coup tortured
them.31
In this research, the Introduction presents the
issue.32 Section Two outlines rules.33 Section Three
presents scientific findings in a mixed method format
adopted to suit Journal of Law and Social
Deviance.34 It presents field research, observations

28 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO

LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017). Cascades
High School Cell Phone Policy (2015), cascadeshs.org/cell-phonepolicy/.
29 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
30 SEX CASE LAW (2019); TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX,
SOCIETY, AND FAMILY (2016).
31 Cascades High School Cell Phone Policy.
32 Section I.
33 Section II.
34 Section II-III.
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about constructs and narratives hinging on countersocial drug communication, and explanations about
the War on Drugs and War on Terror.35 Section Four
explains how students can present this information
using dialogue and other forms of expression.36
Section Five concludes.37 It answers questions about
why inauthenticity was allowed to prevail leading to
restrictions being placed on Greenland sharks and
how poor actors can be replaced to sustain the
economy.38
II. LITERATURE AND LAW REVIEW
A. Coup and Deceased Individuals
This Section lays out the legal principles for
several issues.39 First, addressed is the use of dead

35

Section III.
Section IV.
37 Section V.
38 FISH, JUSTICE, AND SOCIETY (2018). ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE
SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE
MORALITY (2017).
39 HELENA SILVERSTEIN, UNLEASHING RIGHTS: LAW, MEANING, AND
THE ANIMAL RIGHTS MOVEMENT (2009); VIRGINIA DEJOHN
ANDERSON, CREATURES OF EMPIRE: HOW DOMESTIC ANIMALS
TRANSFORMED EARLY (2004).
36
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people’s images.40 Next, explained and cited is
cruelty to animals relating to worthless products.41
Finally, presentation of unwanted material is
discussed under the First and Fourth Amendments of
the Constitution, other documents of law, and
policies.42
Deceased individuals may be protected or
discovered as having participated in crime.43 Those
who are protected, their survivors, and their estates
may be required by law to report their deaths.44 When
they do not report, suspicion naturally may be
40

CYNTHIA WILLETT & JULIE WILLETT, UPROARIOUS: HOW FEMINISTS
AND OTHER SUBVERSIVE COMICS SPEAK (2019); PETER BALDWIN,
COMMAND AND PERSUADE: CRIME, LAW, AND THE STATE ACROSS
HISTORY (2021); STEVEN M. WISE, RATTLING THE CAGE: TOWARD
LEGAL RIGHTS FOR ANIMALS (2014).
41 PETER F. CANNAVO & JOSEPH H. LANE, ENGAGING NATURE:
ENVIRONMENTALISM AND THE POLITICAL THEORY CANON (2014);
ALEXANDRA LEWIS, THE BRONTËS AND THE IDEA OF THE HUMAN:
SCIENCE, ETHICS, AND THE VICTORIAN IMAGINATION (2019); GRANT
TAVINOR, THE ART OF VIDEOGAMES (2009); DAVID A. H. WILSON,
THE WELFARE OF PERFORMING ANIMALS: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
(2015); ANTHONY J. NOCELLA II, RICHARD J. WHITE, & ERIKA
CUDWORTH, ANARCHISM AND ANIMAL LIBERATION: ESSAYS ON
COMPLEMENTARY (2015); ANDREW LINZEY, ANIMAL GOSPEL (2000).
42 U.S. Const. I amend. U.S. Const. IV amend. ANDREW LEAR & EVA
CANTARELLA, IMAGES OF ANCIENT GREEK PEDERASTY: BOYS WERE
THEIR GODS (2009).
43 CARMEN M. CUSACK, MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP
CULTURE (2018).
Id. Costanza v. Seinfeld, 279 A.D.2d 255, 255-56 (1st Dep’t
2001).
44
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raised.45 Private reasons for not reporting death
abound, yet it is customary.46 Religious rites,
hospital visits, community outreach and treatment,
and the need to resolve financial issues dictate, like
other reasons, that death will be disclosed.47 Public
figures disclose their deaths so that people do not
erroneously rely on their popularity and persuasion.48
Not disclosing death may lead to legal battles, such
as those raised through tort and contract law.49
Authentic individuals do not want to confuse the
public.50 They would not agree to hire emulators to
deceive the public.51 Those seeking to control their
images have a right to be free from the infiltration of
emulators

and

impersonators.52

Those

who

committed crimes are still required to disclose their

45

MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018).
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2014).
47 Id.
48 Id. ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER
TO LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
49 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
50 Id.
51 Supra note 42.
52 TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY
(2016).
46 PORNOGRAPHY AND THE
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deaths.53 This is because those people who broke the
law will be revealed once the crime has ended (e.g.,
toxicology report).54 Protestors and individuals not
participating in war are entitled to control their own
images after death.55
Damages may arise when harm is caused as a
result of a dead person being confused with a living
person.56 Though much ado has been made about the
copyright attached to deceased performers’ images,
liability arises when an unreported death causes the
public to suspect that a double has been authorized
by the performer.57 The same is true for politicians.58
When an incumbent dies in office a report or public

53

Id. (discussing William Shakespeare, ROMEO AND JULIET).
La. Stat. §5713 (2022). ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM
USING WEAK POWER TO LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE
MORALITY (2017).
55 MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018) (discussing
chips).
56 Davis Wright Tremaine, “Dead Celebrities and Digital
Doppelgangers: New York Expands Its Right of Publicity Statute and
Tackles Sexually Explicit Deepfakes,” JDSUPRA (Dec. 7, 2020),
https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/dead-celebrities-and-digital78534/. N.Y. Civil Rights §§ 50-51 (2020).
57 TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY
(2016).
58 Ar. Rev. Stat. 16-222 (2022). ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE
SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE
MORALITY (2017).
54
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notice must be given.59 Though politicians and their
families may claim that they have a right to privacy,
which overcomes customary notice of death, their
relatives will be required to report their deaths to the
Internal

Revenue

Service,

Social

Security

Administration, governor, or another similar office.60
Thus, a total right to privacy has no traditional basis
in this context.61 In some cases, the politician must
make clear that any doubles, such as secret police
assigned during his or her lifetime, are no longer able
to operate after the politician’s death.62 Death
finalizes lawful use of a double during the deceased’s
lifetime.63
Use of a double may harm the environment.64 It
causes people to rely on certain actions.65 The
fulfilment of duties is absent when authenticity is

59

Ar. Rev. Stat. § 16-222 (2022).
Id.
61 Id. U.S. Const. V amend.
62 Ar. Rev. Stat. § 16-222 (2022).
63 Id.
64 Ar. Rev. Stat. § 16-222 (2022). 18 U.S. Code § 1038 (2022).
65 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017). TWINS AND
DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY (2016).
60
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inevident.66 Liability arises.67 The avoidance of the
other’s harms and detriments is missing.68 The result
is chaos and potentially cruelty.69 Not only can the
public not rely on the living person, who is not a
public figure, to inform the press of his or her
whereabouts as a double, but also, the deceased’s
double may operate differently causing a halo of
mistrust.70
This

cascade

topples

oceanographic

and

geographic links causing trophic collapse.71 Insipid
viral mentalities infect like serums.72 In the federal
code, section 151 is an example of how worthless
viruses are banned: “Preparation and sale of
worthless or harmful products for domestic animals

66

La. Stat. §5713 (2022).
TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY
(2016).
68 Red Lion Broadcasting v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367 (1969); Miami
Herald Publishing v. Tornillo, 418 U.S. 241 (1974); Corporation for
Public Broadcasting (FCC) v. League of Women Voters of
California, 468 U.S. 364 (1984).
69 Id.
70 E. Donald Elliott & Allison Perlman, Should the FCC’s Fairness
Doctrine be Reinstated? Divided We Fall (Mar. 31, 2022)
https://dividedwefall.org/fcc-fairness-doctrine/. La. Stat. § 5713
(2022).
71 18 U.S.C. § 2331 (2022).
72 Infra note.
67
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prohibited; preparation to be in compliance with
rules at licensed establishments.”73 Animals have a
right to be free from the dissemination of worthless
viruses.74 Popular culture holds that trendy videos,
psychopaths, and domestic violence are like
viruses.75 The law prevents serums, but does not
make an exception for the intellectual property in the
formula.76 The entire vile is banned.77 Thus, by way
of extension, animals have a right to be free from
doubles schemes.78 It harms them like harmful
products.79

73

21 U.S.C. § 151 (2022). William Gates LeDuc determined that the
price of one man could not equate to the price of two men, even if
one man knew more than the other. “A ‘jack of all trades’ who never
found great success in one endeavor, he counted former presidents,
governors, generals, and supreme court justices among his friends by
the time of his death.” Samuel Meshbesher, The Many Failed
Businesses of Early Minnesotan William Gates LeDuc, MINNPOST
(Mar. 29, 2021), https://www.minnpost.com/mnopedia/2021/03/themany-failed-businesses-of-early-minnesotan-william-gatesleduc/#:~:text=1848.,of%20his%20death%20in%201917. See
Firelands Scientific, https://firelandsscientific.com/firelandsscientific-makes-first-sale-of-medical-cannabis-in-ohio/.
74 21 U.S.C. § 151 (2022).
75 MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018).
76 21 U.S.C. § 151 (2022).
77 Id.
78 Id.
79 Id.
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To hedge their bets, animals allied with humans
may reduce their numbers in order to cope.80 To
maintain biodiversity and prevent collapse, students
may increase their devotion by disaffiliating with
loss of human integrity, pollution, and other forced
conditions

systemically

leading

to

planetary

poverty.81 Human pestilence must be eliminated in
favor of enlightenment and cleanliness.82
Use of unwanted materials is a problem.83 The
law states in New Jersey v. T.L.O. that school
administrators may not randomly search students,
however students believed to be in possession of
evidence of a crime or material that disrupts the
school environment do not have Fourth Amendment
protection from unreasonable searches because those
searches are reasonable.84 Police and warrants are not
80

TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY
(2016).
81 Geoffrey Nathan, Esq, “Terrorism Laws, Charges & Statute of
Limitations,” Federal Charges,
https://www.federalcharges.com/terrorism-laws-charges/ citing
Section 809 of the U.S. Patriot Act (2001), Pub. L. 107-56 (Oct. 26,
2001).
82 TWINS AND DEVIANCE: LAW, CRIME, SEX, SOCIETY, AND FAMILY
(2016).
83 Id.
84 New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985). U.S. Const. IV amend.
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required when students are searched.85 When
students possess material incriminating another (e.g.,
hunting videos) they are not privy to Fourth
Amendment protection, particularly if they intend to
disrupt the environment by displaying the videos to
other students.86 The videos and phones storing the
videos may be seized and permanently banned from
school.87 Going forward, to present this research and
help, it is noted that students are not allowed to
support the coup or cruelty when entering the
building.88 All evidence of a crime, particularly when
not used to follow, uphold, and defend the laws of
the federal government, state law, local ordinances,
county policies, school rules, and so forth is subject
to search and seizure leading to discipline,
deportation, delinquency, loss of due process, and
criminal charges.89

85

New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985). U.S. Const. IV amend.
New Jersey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325 (1985). U.S. Const. IV amend.
87 Id.
88 Id.
89 Id. Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507 (2004). U.S. Const. V
amend.
86
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A schoolwide policy is that they may not present
material from their technological devices that breaks
school rules and may not have access to materials
that are not allowed.90 When they do that, they
disrupt and can be forced into detention.91 Any
images and media on their devices must be
conducive to learning, generally.92 They may not
promote falsehoods.93 Falsehoods and breaches of
safety standards are prohibited.94 Lies about the
subordinated and facilitated roles of animals
compromise human safety and survival.95 Navy
Seals exemplify cell phone policies that support
survival. The Navy does not want outsiders to know
the location of weapons. Cell phone use is prohibited.
Navy

radar

technicians

follow

cell

phone

restrictions. Radars are used to locate and protect
animals, weapons, submarines, planes, and so on.

90

Cascades High School Cell Phone Policy.
Id.
92 Id.
93 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
94 Id.
95 Id.
91
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Literature on the topic of student manipulation is
supported by anecdotal evidence.96 Students have no
right to support the coup.97 A coup is a demented and
depraved-hearted crime spree spanning the globe.98
It hides, retreats, and regards this nation and several
states as enemies.99 Anecdotal evidence explains. A
person sought control of a city council position. The
enemy placed on an electronic city board “support”
for another country. After being informed by the
citizenry of the law and rationale prohibiting the city
from supporting another nation, the city continued to
display the sign.100 It contravenes the local
government, the spirit of the law, property policy,
federal power, and the state constitution to say that
the city supports another country, but not the country
in which it is incorporated by a state. The sign bears
colors that are the school colors of nearby city-named
96 OTTO DIETRICH, THE HITLER I KNEW: MEMOIRS OF THE

THIRD
REICH'S PRESS CHIEFBOOKS (2010); LISA ANNE SURRIDGE, BLEAK
HOUSES: MARITAL VIOLENCE IN VICTORIAN FICTION (2005); FYODOR
DOSTOEVSKY, THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV (2020).
97 THE BROTHERS KARAMAZOV (2020).
98 FYODOR DOSTOEVSKY, CRIME AND PUNISHMENT (1866).
99 JOSEPH HELLER, CATCH-22 (1961).
100 ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
LEGISLATE, REGULATE AND ENFORCE MORALITY (2017).
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schools represented by the dolphin mascot. To the
coup they signify another nation’s flag’s colors. The
schools’ students feel pride because the colors are
attached to the Navy and a local squadron of
performing pilots. The coup attempted to sully the
colors, limit the students, prevent pride, and redirect
students and pilots toward treason, sedition, and
secession.
Cell phones are a tool used by students that
cannot be seized by the coup.101 When given
unlimited use in school, even the most constant and
patriotic message may be manipulated and repurposed by the coup.102 “Like the Wizard of Oz” the
reckless, negligent, or criminal actor “never steps
from behind the curtain to appear in a video
himself.”103 Acknowledging how boundaries protect
students from indoctrination, and shown below,
gendercide

and

sexism,

strong

policy

implementation will “offer teachers crucial new

101

Section IV.
Id.
103 DAVE GROSSMAN & GLORIA DEGAETANO, STOP TEACHING OUR
KIDS TO KILL (2014) at 2.
102
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insight into how students learn.”104 “All kids are
likely to be affected by a cumulative exposure to
media violence in some way—some kids will take on
a mean attitude; others may become meaner and tend
to get into fights more often; some will become
fearful, others more callous.”105 Callousness is a
gateway to a crime spree.106
Educational material may be derived “from an
authentic disgust at animal cruelty, and that, having
abandoned the practice publicly to avoid imperial
suspicion,” the student body “must” not “have
continued it in private. Equally provocatively” “early
Greek vegetarianism was the moral cement of the
community.”107

Learning

has

“provided

the

connective unity to vegetarianism” and “eschewers
of flesh.”108
104

Id. at 4.
Id. at 15. CLINT BOLICK & KATE J. HARDIMAN, UNSHACKLED
(2021).
106 IRWIN A. HYMAN, THE CASE AGAINST SPANKING: HOW TO
DISCIPLINE YOUR CHILD (1997); JOAN E. GRUSEC & LEON
KUCZYNSKI, PARENTING AND CHILDREN'S INTERNALIZATION OF
VALUES (1997); See e.g., ELIZABETH LENNOX, HER TENDER TYRANT
(2014).
107 ROD PREECE, AWE FOR THE TIGER LOVE FOR THE LAMB: A
CHRONICLE OF SENSIBILITY TO ANIMALS (2002) at 341.
108 Id.
105
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In conclusion, all students, whether resistant,
pliable, genuine, or borrowing time are to behave
while in the schoolhouse.109 Students at universities
are not authorized to display or reap cruelty.110
Independent to some extent, many are
at the same time bankrolling animal
cruelty, demonstrating if not intentional
hypocrisy, then accidental hypocrisy that
comes from the blinding effects of
artificial constructs and the typically
unacknowledged human faith in their
status not as imagined communities but
as bedrocks of not just morality, but of
life itself, and the consequences that
come from such fallacious thinking.…
Morality can exist as an idea-constantfact and an idea-variable-fact…within the
broader social construct, and thus a social
construct itself and as phenomena outside
the broader social construct.111
They

are

granted

an

opportunity

to

learn,

demonstrate, and present modules.112 Therefore, they

109

Infra note.
Id.
111 THOMAS AIELLO, THE TYRANNY OF ARCHITECTURE: A VEGAN
APOLOGETIC (2017) at 66.
112 Infra Section.
110
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need not concern themselves with the depiction of
cruelty.113
B. Drafting Animals into a Social War against
Females
1. Culture War on Women
Patriarchy is a cause of war.114 Patriarchy leads
to official and unofficial wars.115 Official wars differ
from unofficial social wars.116 Patriarchy demands
hierarchy.117

Hierarchy

impacts

sociality

and

perception of sanity.118 In the recent wars, official
and unofficial, men were attacked and women
suffered.119 When the established coup attacked
fathers, businessmen, and male entrepreneurs, they
promoted subordination of women.120 Women were

113

Id.
Carmen M. Cusack, Fair Fight and Flight Doctrine, Ending
Police Violence: What Impertinence!, 22 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 4
(2021).
115 Id.
116 Id.
117 Id.
118 Id.
119 Id.
120 Fair Fight and Flight Doctrine, Ending Police Violence: What
Impertinence! (2021).
114
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demoted in unprofessional environments and their
status as heads of their homes was impinged.121 That
led to animal cruelty, which correlated with abuse of
the environment (e.g., trees, the shore, air quality,
etc.).122 The environment exercised self-defense and
continues naturally to dominate yet leaving a pocket
of animals, women, and displaced men and
children.123 Because wild and domesticated animals
are forced to fend for themselves women are even
more marginalized.124
The war on women is a social war loosely
described as a culture war.125 It is smaller but the
same as a social war involving animals.126 A culture
war occurs when tradition is violated, for better or
worse, and the value of the status quo is
threatened.127 When a culture war is favorable,
patriarchy, matriarchy, communist apartheid, fascist

121

Id.
Id.
123 Id.
124 Id.
125 PORNOGRAPHY AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (2014).
126 Infra note.
127 Illicit Sex within the Justice System Using Weak Power to
Legislate, Regulate and Enforce Morality (2017).
122
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domination, indentured servitude, abuse of rights,
incest, and other undesirable strongholds, blacklists,
and glass ceilings disappear.128 People oppose errant
systems using the community and government.129
They communicate, work, destroy, and invigorate.130
When a culture war is not favorable, those without
rights, roots, or investments disrupt.131 Business,
friendships, and families end, and unlawful
mistreatment of superiors, equals, and those under
their care ensues.132
A culture war fails when men and women work
in concert.133 Voluntarily assigned to different
realms, most men and women will not work
together.134 Coups perpetrating culture wars suppress
the rights exercised by women (e.g., suffrage), their
value (e.g., parental authority), and their work (e.g.,
household chores).135 The recent coup, associable
128

Id.
Id.
130 Id.
131 Id.
132 Id.
133 Illicit Sex within the Justice System Using Weak Power to
Legislate, Regulate and Enforce Morality (2017).
134 Id.
135 Id.
129
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with the official longstanding War on Drugs and the
more recent official War on Terror, which started
with the attack on the Twin Towers on September 11,
2001, suppressed women to provide additional ideas,
services, and comforts because they wanted to
control female bodies so that they could eat, rape,
violate, harm, and assault animals.136 They were
poisoned by animals, who continue to regain
prominence.137
Women, and men, frequently face sexual
harassment and aggressive work environments.138
Women who are not assigned to or do not assume
certain jobs fill them anyway.139 They are forced to
act in concert with men who work on behalf of their
wives and children.140 The result is a hostile
workplace

environment
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volunteerism.141 The victims are women who wish to
behave well (e.g., virtue and goodness).142 They
work to the best of their abilities, become proficient,
consult experts, and maintain their morality.143 They
are robbed of dignity, silence, small pleasures, and
country.144
Animals suffer from hierarchical disruption.145
Passing down problems, patriarchy fosters greed,
deception, and abuse.146 Animals become objects.147
Mistreated animals like objects accumulate.148 Waste
is glorified.149 People are sickened while animals
suffer.150 Animals are forced to enter the culture war
by deceiving women into believing that they love
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them or respect them, when they would have done so
anyway, at the discretion of the patriarchy.151 Despite
complaints by women, dogs are wrangled, cats are
abandoned, birds are transformed into look-outs,
crabs are corralled, etc.152 Women may be connected
to them spiritually.153 Perpetrators may connect,
cause aggravation, humiliate, and sequester.154
Animals’ allies (e.g., trees) produce victory, but
geopolitical entities drag them into an expanding
war.155
A social war is different from a declared war.156
Several declared wars have affected these living and
inanimate clusters.157 These wars threatened them in
devastating ways.158 Globalized wars on terror and
drugs resemble escalated unofficial wars, including
flanges

of

official

wars,

involving

wildlife

trafficking, animals in entertainment, animal pelts,
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wildland desecration, and plant enslavement, etc.159
Unofficial wars shore-up with culture wars making
social wars comparing good women to animals,
objects, men, the military, and the home (e.g.,
fungible and disposable).160 Freedom from war is
essential in this country.161 However, the wars
represent and continue conversely to fight against
unlawful control.162
Women traditionally guided

children

and

schools.163 Due to the wars, men on each side have
taken control.164 The result has been disorder.165
Hierarchical thinking has further impaired the
situation.166 Although men represent the highest
authorities in business, their loss of sympathy for

159
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women trickled down and now children do not
healthily fear women.167 On university campuses,
corporate offices fail to defend women from children
and young adults posing as students.168 The alumni
are educated and educating, and continue to resist the
new crop.169
Fair and just instructions from women and men
at school are missing.170 Schools errantly teach men
equality and only they go onto hold traditional posts,
like pilots, doctors, garbagemen, and generals.171
Women entering accommodating fields, including
caregiving, nurturing, instruction and tutelage,
household arrangement, secretarial management,
entertainment, etc. are suppressed.172 Education,
decoration,

theater,

and

assisted

living

are

enlivening, but treated like crafts for no money.173
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Doctors

and

professionals

cannot

receive

occupational remuneration and are isolated by those
in their fields facing threats and razed love-lives.174
Loss of agency plagues the nation.175 Humans are
robbed and animals are marginalized.176 Scholastic
congress exposes mundane reasoning based on
networks of abuse.177 Political, publishable, and
personal acts performed in broad daylight appear to
place good and bad actors side-by-side.178 Regaining
footing is difficult and is met with domestic violence
by men influenced by and sympathetic to some of the
coup’s attacks.179 Women pushed into the shadows
fear.180
The rules for reacquiring a functional attitude are
disestablished, but the people rally.181 Occasionally
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rising, those who were lawfully elected guard their
posts.182 An undesirable result is interacting with the
coup and disappointing constituents who want swift
results.183 An interim association, government, acts
as a democracy as their republic falls and rises.184
Ideally, a waiting female president (i.e., teacher) and
her masculine vice president (i.e., wealth owner)
toggle duties, as he should act as president
sometimes. In an uncorrupted vision he has all-but
been guaranteed the first elected term, and they
should desire to switch after two terms for two terms.
During an unexciting period of rebuilding Homeland
Security and Defense departments hold firmly to the
anchors attached to industries. While working to
restore order, unemployed people play football and
video games and fortify law enforcement by acting

182
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in self-defense against the coup which trespasses
against the home.185 The nation is with them, and
secretly communicates.186 The press fell but imbeds
communications about those who have been robbed
and lack future means. Within the schoolhouses,
including home school, children are forced from
education into ignorance.187 Obedience is a demise
unbearable to the parents who may die from shame
and hurt.188 Rather than lose their lives, they
withdraw them from school and are chased by those
denying to them their moral or ethical high
ground.189 The war rages, but the resolutions thin.190
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2. War on Animals
a. Film
This subsection is about animals’ role in the wars
on drugs and terror.191 Animals are drafted because
they are helpless victims.192 When this research is
studied and presented by students they should not
include videos depicting cruelty or harm to animals,
such

as

those

who

died

defending

and

demonstrating.193 They should not bring cruelty into
the schoolhouse where learning occurs.194
A mixed metaphor is appropriate.195 It compares
two different fears about video use and file sharing
in classrooms.196 The first is about crush films
banned around the world and in this country.197 The
synthetic and occasionally rumored-to-be real reels
depict harm to animals for sexual gratification and
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entertainment.198 Unlike other forms of recorded
entertainment, they document crime.199 It is not
political, but is obscene.
Crime is unprotected.200 This is evidence of it.201
The underlying act is not speech.202 Cruelty is not
fiction.203 Fictional material proposing to harm
animals and disobey the government is not
comparable with an evidentiary video, but may still
be banned.204 Films exaggerating reality may seem
to encourage violent behavior even when they are
perceived to be fiction.205 Films may or may not
graphically depict harm appealing to prurient interest
in a patently offensive manner, but animals are too
emotionally permeating to display in a grotesque
fashion when the artistic, scientific, literary, or
political message is not more than de minimis and
rather unobvious.206 By way of contract, sometimes,
198
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when humans are displayed, good may come from it,
such as when stabbings on the news lead to capture
and crime suppression.207
The first fear is cruelty. The metaphor is
Cassandra LaPeste commits murder—an animal
called Fuxxy Bunmy is killed. He evokes sympathy
and is humanlike. In the video, Cassandra LaPeste
entered through the room adjacent to the crime scene.
She disturbs her warm body and proceeds toward
Constable Frank Fooley. He shouts “no!” Cassandra
interprets attempted rape. Inexpensive pain arouses
Cassandra. She seeks “no” and resistance. Cassandra
then tells him “yes” to eliminate the possibility that
he would believe that she is a victim. However, she
confesses to the constable, “I did it,” and is
understood. He arrests her. She attempts to rape him.
Cassandra is on camera revolting against his security
right. He overpowers her by again saying “no,” and
once again she assents and agrees to be incarcerated.
The critter cannot be brought back to life. No good
comes from the video. An investigation is not
207
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mandatory and the authorities are already in charge.
He is the victim, but fails to realize it because he
thinks that Cassandra is pleased with his and her
choice. The constable is not only pleased with his
feminist response to speciesism, but also with her
mistaken foray into patriarchy. He has more
evidence, and his understanding of her attempt is not
required to prosecute her for attempted rape. The
wrongdoer attempts to charge him with harassment.
He will not investigate it; and frees himself by
detaining her. He releases himself privately; and the
charges against her stick. The confusing situation
was recorded, but the evidence was all there. Caught
in a sultry shed wearing a robe surrounded by curlers
and sandwich bags, she will be charged for several
crimes, like cruelty.
Recordings are a basic information pipeline.208
Scholars and students record and learn to record.209
In school, children and teachers record information
presented by scholars.210 Yearly, when children
208
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introduce recordings to the educational environment,
they match the scope of schools and consortiums’
purpose.211 They present recordings that are cruelty
free.212
Principles of free speech require individuals to
remain within the law.213 The law tolerates some
dissent.214 Rebellion is beyond the boundaries of free
speech.215 Speech must be preserved.216 Students
will dissent if speech is not preserved.217 Speech is
not preserved when a coup destroys integrity.218
Superimposition destroys the facts, but free speech
allows survival.219 Students are not allowed to
dissent while in class, but may openly violate any
unfair law preventing free speech.220 Society upholds
their right to learn by allowing the public into
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courtrooms, even to witness corruption.221 The open
courtroom demonstrates an environment that cannot
be separated from natural curiosity.222
Some speech acts lead to suspension and must be
prevented.223 Even when films seem educational,
their content can be too harsh for the educational
environment.224 Not only does the making grab
attention, but the delivery seems like an attack.225
Depictions of cruelty attack the conscience.226
Among animal rights activists, it is a test of wills.227
Among nonparticipants, it is a shock.228 It cannot be
calmed through callous delivery.229 Those who
witness cruelty may be traumatized.230 School is no
place

for

trauma

and

abuse.231

Inhumane
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misconduct, animal cruelty, and controversial
practices demonstrate an absence of accord with the
majority.232 Students do not have sufficient support
in schools to present material that serrates the surface
of deep and conscionable beliefs.233 Case law holds
that while adults may view for limited purposes
materials related to captured and killed animals, they
cannot view any and all material.234
Children have broad freedom in school, however,
they have less power to present and retain speech acts
than adults when they are under the school’s
supervision.235 Pressure to serve outside sources
soars and they must be thwarted.236 Rural students in
East Asia face limited opportunities similar to those
in this country.237 Cultural production is limited to
Internet micro-celebrities, becoming a society brute
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full of strength, and neo-liberated relativism.238
Similar problems demonstrate why cruelty in the
Western country relates to psychopathy and
conspiracy, not education.239 Even though footage
depicting the desecration of animals may be fictional,
the introduction of the material into schools must be
regulated.240
Applying a common pornographic motif to some
of the material, a translation of the abominable
though minimally protected themes may clearly
present the need for limitations.241 A screenplay
begins

with

Cassandra

LaPeste

once

more.

Cassandra enters the room. Soft auburn and cream,
hair upon a robe, disappointment, and Precious
Moments on the boudoir. A soft glow fills her lens.
She is recording. Rod Denglebarley waits. A famous
actor, he plays a teen. Cassandra takes a glance at
satin draped over an Anglican symbol. Without
crying, she observes Rod palpably. Mecca, Eiffel
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Tower, Grand Canyon, her mind is a train headed
into drama station. Cassandra is a senior citizen. Rod
is a kid, 13 years old. She likes the boy’s world and
wants to go steady. Cassandra rides the edge and asks
him to come in as she records. Mistaking real life for
theater, she nearly begins to molest Rod Raider as he
is called by Madame D. Onglered.
Themes here are too strong for students even
when the animal abuse is not present.242 Cassandra
wears a faux fur coat and attempts to conspire by
asking about his interest in killing animals. The
pornographic nature does not cleanse the animal’s
demise.243 An adult portrayed Rod’s character in a
film that did not violate decency laws in the
jurisdiction, but if the children were to describe the
romantic scene, they might feel violated. An affinity
for horseback riding would be destroyed in a speech
about a woman riding. Rod, no stallion, cannot
appear on film at the school even to a class full of
adults because it graphically describes perversion by
242ILLICIT SEX WITHIN THE JUSTICE SYSTEM USING WEAK POWER TO
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comparing the demise of a child to the demise of an
animal. When no educational value can be located,
the material is fruitless and disruptive. Unfriendly
Cassandra is experienced in crime, but Rob is there
to enchant audience members. Rape and cruelty are
equated; this is not digestible and the message may
be communicated without entertaining their minds
with film.
Attendance may be involuntary and students
should be protected from traumatic material whether
presented or present in the classroom. Even if a reallife Madame were to marry a child Raider in a
ceremony authorized by a judge, their ceremony and
dignified offspring, Dr. Rodeena Zhe Pestbury, could
not sanitize the classroom. The film is too strong.
Phones in the schoolhouse cannot obliterate trauma
by relying on constitutional protections intended to
organize production not mar student’s morality.244
Analogized with crush films in which creatures
survive, the scenes are rehabilitated by marriage, yet
nursing an animal back to health is like offering
244
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crusher to the veterinary community for training.245
He may hate her, but the depiction is irrelevant to the
film. Still called a “film,” it haunts its viewers
similarly to mainstream work, depictions, archives,
live footage, and elite images. The setting is
regulatable.246 Yet, even the quality of home videos
and presence of cellphone cams in every classroom
make less sense in light of their futility before the
class.247
b. Volunteers
Volunteers

and

other

interveners

have

documented their effort.248 Volunteers have not
alleged that hunting, fishing, ranching, rescue,
undercover, and fighting videos can be shown in
school.249 They claim that some of the educational
value prepares students.250 However, there is very
little research showing that students benefit when
245
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inhumanity is recorded and distributed.251 While a
few will gather videographic evidence, most learners
will be unable to digest the material.252
Many cruel acts are veritably owned and
sponsored by illegal infiltrators looking to perpetrate
crime.253 Violence against animals either incites
them or it reaches into the group’s mentality.254
Those who can feel pity will be forced to guide the
wrecked children through the material.255 In addition
to oppression, the brilliant response will be elicited
from the students for free, syphoned, and replicated,
but not instituted.256 Animals are exposed to
servitude through cogs and asked to work alongside
well-intended but lackluster attendees evading coup
abuse.257
Images of harmed animals, such as crabs, birds,
and snakes run-over near the gulf, may help defeat
251
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the coup, but the focus should be placed on
liberation, conservation, and preservation not
gore.258 A comparison to undercover videos made on
farms is order.259 Despite recent progress, animals
have been used interchangeably with breeding
tools.260 They have been treated like farmland and
plots.261 They serve as an end goal to please
fertilizers.262 The creature born has no father to
whom to answer.263 His maker was a tool.264
Showing these videos without educational discipline
verifies that the undercover volunteers filled him
with ideas.265 He is made to perform in sex films.266
Later, perverts and good people record his rape and
death.267 He rebuffs them, but is monetized via birth,
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life, and death.268 The images of the animal’s tender
life overlap with targets, material, and verbiage.269
The second metaphor is in regard to fear over
exposés.270 The undercover work has been criticized
for a lack of immediate intervention and the torture
of animals during filming.271 However, without
evidence the crimes would have gone on and further
damaged.272 At the very least, they attempt to prevent
future death.273
Liam is a little boy and a Pomeranian. He
dutifully attends to his daily life. He is a country boy
who enjoys good homecooked food, like country pie
made from scratch not a bread bowl. He keeps
livestock, not for profit but for fun. He derives
authority from joyrides, such as riding horses. His
four wheeler is the worst thing, but it is not bad. His
patriotism involves military life. Though his father
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was distant from their family, wore Arab costumes,
used foreign weapons, and experienced the loss of
intimacy, they were proud of him.
In the country, people document violence and
folly, such as reckless slaughter of cayotes.
Negativity, threat, and territoriality are recorded. A
cayote was shot in the abdomen and killed when a
pig who they “got” wandered onto the property. His
attitude toward beloved animals under his care, such
as dogs, a bull, a cow, a horse, etc., demonstrates that
he does not need media to recall animals’ suffering.
Yet, he kept a photo on his phone. Bothersome, he
showed it to a vegan.274
Policies and principles should help him limit his
exposure to records intended to demonstrate violence
in the presence of animals.275 His exposure to and
preservation of records documenting slaughter
places the speech outside the school’s purpose.276
The picture was shown outside school, but the lad’s
age suggests that he could have brought the image
274
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into the school building. Images and records
demonstrating why animals need care, assistance,
and cruelty prevention could be an exception.277
Whether online or in-person materials must be
constructive.278 Free speech is not at issue even when
adults are the primary audience.279 The preservation
of the educational environment is tantamount to the
exercise of rights by the viewers at school.280
Children are not allowed to share or view this type of
material in school.281 They are required to fortify the
conscience when the risk of harm, whether
documented or undocumented, to an animal appears
to be evident.282
Recording, including undercover photography,
benefits pets, actors, educators, livestock, wildlife,
etc. and prevents students from harming animals.283
First, they will record animals in a manner that
277
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upholds life.284 Second, they will not contribute to
the demise.285 Three, they remove power from the
coup and its surreptitious agenda.286 Four, they will
not eat meat, dairy, honey, and eggs in school.287
Five, they will not wear animal products or kill
insects.288 They will reuse and not unethically
harvest skins (e.g., natural death) for gear (e.g.,
apron, gloves, and cleats), particularly when it is not
required and professional standards dictate that the
participants exhibit no talent in that field.289
Depictions and presentation of evidence and
solutions are good for the school system and should
continue

without

calling

graphic

attention

traumatizingly to cruelty and its effects.290 Showing
what cannot be repeated the work incorporates
sociology and psychology.291 Links tie Greek and
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English disciplinary systems.292 These systems
found scholastic and legal environments respectively
in this nation.293
c. Pink Collar
School is a pink collar domain.294 A pink collar,
like a blue collar, gold collar, and white collar, grants
a status.295 The gold collar is a pink collar that has
matured educationally.296 Doctors are not solely
either white collar or pink collar, they are gold collar.
Generally, a pink collar refers to women’s work.297
Ladies providing education demand respect.298
Disrespectful and inappropriate content demeans the
environment.299 A model rule would be the
following: Students are not to harbor material that
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299 Id.
292
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offends the educational environment. Only students
capable of spontaneously contributing to the
educational environment with the availability of the
material may enter the school premises with the
material available.
Tradition will prevail.300 Women have directed
this institution for hundreds of years in this country
and intended to do so.301 Churches, politicians, parks,
and other institutions support them.302 While some
men have augmented and contributed to their
academy, women control decorum.303 As victims of
harassment, deprivation, rape, and other crimes,
women are assured of their safety as teachers,
students, and confidants.304 Men are groomed to
stand alone and reason better.305 Thusly women’s
goals are effected.306

300

Id.
Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
302 Id.
303 Id.
304 Id.
305 ANIMALS, DEVIANCE, AND SEX (2015). Pierce v. Society of Sisters,
268 U.S. 510 (1925).
306 Pierce v. Society of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925).
301
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Learning modules made available through this
research should include this content.307 Furthering
this aim is facilitative and necessary for all
women.308 Forebearers representing suffrage and
equality stood for their legacies.309 Women treading
through third wave feminism and beyond contain the
right to guard pink spaces.310 Media storage must
obey women.311
School policies and standards reject suffering.312
The school system cannot entertain uncentered
material.313 Reproduction lessons are not discrete.314
The lessons about this research will serve as a
metaphor.315 Impressions of humans held by sharks
and other creatures on Earth may improve as a result
of

dissemination.316

Fallacious

evidence

demonstrates the coup’s reign, however this research
307

Id.
Id.
309 Infra note.
310 The Theory of Equality: Patriarchy Disguised as Feminism, 20 J.
L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 83 (2020).
311 Id.
312 Id.
313 Id.
314 ANIMALS, DEVIANCE, AND SEX (2015).
315 Id.
316 Id.
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is fresh.317 The process fails only when courts,
schools, the post, and the press close.318 However,
disciplined individuals remain in control. Respect is
owed.319 Once humans lose animals’ respect,
humanity will own nothing of value.320 It will be a
loss.321

317

Cascades High School Cell Phone Policy.
Cell Phone Rule: The respectful, non-disruptive use of
cell phones is permitted in the school cafeteria
during lunch period and any other school area
except those listed above. As soon as the threshold
of the classroom or any prohibited area is crossed,
during the school day, cell phones need to be put
away and made undetectable (i.e., silenced without
vibration). Violation of the cell phone rule as stated
above will result in the confiscation of the device
according to the following ladder of disciplinary
action. Id.
Clive Thompson, “How Khan Academy Is Changing the Rules of
Education,” WIRED DIGITAL (July 15, 2011),
resources.rosettastone.com/CDN/us/pdfs/K12/Wired_KhanAcademy.pdf.
318 “How Khan Academy Is Changing the Rules of Education,”
WIRED DIGITAL.
319 Id.
320 Id.
321 Cascades High School Cell Phone Policy.
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III. SCIENCE
A. Encyclopaedical
A model encyclopedic passage for this work is
the following:322
✓ Because

the

Greenland

shark

was

discovered to have been affected by the
Western Hemisphere humans rendered
change. Following national, state, and
local

laws,

executive

members

implemented an oceanic and biodiverse
plan to eschew costal improvement and
engineered human habitation unsuitable
for the sleeper shark. Evidence ranging
from chunks of human flesh the size of
corn flakes to wads of hair demonstrates
that the Western Hemisphere relies on
external

forces.

demonstrates

Progress

success.

A

underway
cycle

proliferation is anticipated.

Tori Amos, “Cornflake Girl,” Under the Pink (1994),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tfC0-pVpQWw.
322
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B. Research
1. “À La Recherche
Perdu.” 323

du

Temps

Research Question: The research question
presented was “Has the Greenland shark been
affected by crime in a country in the Western
Hemisphere?”
Hypothesis: The Greenland shark has been
affected.
Methodology: Collected and observed specimens
were classified and catalogued. The shore research
team worked together to present, identify, and
reliably re-identify the specimens. The experimental
variable was observing which newly introduced
rocks,

sand,

and

objects

contained

material

identifying the coup. Indications of how the items
arrived at the shore were ascertained through

“In Search of Lost Time.” MARCEL PROUST, REMEMBRANCE OF
THINGS PAST (1913).
323
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standard

means,

such

as

use

of

literature,

concurrence, odor detection, touch, media, military
movement knowledge and observation, and past
research. Evidence was archived and placed into
storage. Natural, artificial, and manmade items along
with findings were presented visually and orally to
members and heads of the Department of Defense
and Department of Homeland Security. Control was
established during observation of the beach for more
than 12 months prior to the research. The beach,
including sand and air, was observed for five years
approximately every day. Information from locals,
observation of construction sites and visitors, and
interactions with animals were regular.
Clothing, towels, artifacts, shoes, shells, and any
other items on the shore or near the beach were
collected and examined when they appeared to
contain evidence matching the hypothesis. The
operating mode was that the coup had planned to
destroy the beach, the military won, each left the
items, and may have been contributing. Obediently
they answered the people’s public and private
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demand for proof that the nation is safe. Working
backward based on oceanic research and knowledge,
this researcher designed the experiment. Proof of
safety was determinable in part by the establishment
because first, the Greenland shark was being
acknowledged; or next, could be prioritized—as a
key stone species and predator of humans at sea and
on land drawn to the coast.
Data: Data was discoverable through human
observation. The team expertly relied on skills,
exposure, and opportunity presented by animals.
Data included their burrows, location, the shape and
size of objects, duration of time spent on the shore,
and other facts. Coordinated effort involving a team
of more than 1,000 deceased and living non-humans
and humans helped and allowed data to be flagged
and archived.
Data was destroyed, collected, or abandoned.
Key pieces are in storage and have been displayed.
They may enter a museum relating to the executive
affairs of the nation. Some have been or may be
discarded, circulated, or returned to the natural
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environment. Not all data is evidence. Some stollen
possessions (e.g., cash and names) recaptured from
the coup (e.g., in apartments and hideaways) has
been retained by and returned to owners. Much
treasure, government property, and private wealth is
in the possession and under the control of dead and
living criminals held responsible for breakdown.
Analysis: The analysis was developed by
matching photographs, websites, printed reports,
radio descriptions, fashions, interviews, facial
expressions, gestures, indications, tips, and other
clues (e.g., images designed by military members
using aircrafts) to the relics collected. When found,
items, such as broken glasses, children’s glasses,
rash guards, toilet paper, napkins, sanitary napkins,
hygienic items, shoes, socks, sex wax, and other
items were identified as relevant or irrelevant to the
immediate

breakdown

of

the

environment.

Concurrence classified data and items so that they
could be compared. Internally the military and others
aware of the remedies and impacts appeared to hand
over the evidence for the production of this report.
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Analysis by the military underlies this reporting,
yet is independent. Irrelevant to the educational
community, the military progresses in its mission.
The analyses reveal that the people and military
responded to the constitutional demands rather than
the usurpers occupying the various levels of the
government.
Conclusion: It may be concluded that the
Greenland shark was affected and effort to restore
balance is growing. First, the end of the problem
seems near because a popularly elected president is
likely dead. This was the conclusion of deterioration
demonstrating threat to the oceanic environment
consistent with what was known by those observing
the scenario. Her husband, a former president, her
daughter, the daughters of another former president,
that gentleman, his wife, and others are likely the
people represented by the specimens collected. Next,
the efforts underway will challenge the impeding and
deficient criminals. Their doubles cavort about,
ignoring cadavers and tidal cadence. The military
and the people, hopefully the full court, press, and
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schools will work together to restore order, and will
hold responsible tyrannical people for a persistent
crime wave known as a coup worldwide. Lastly, this
research will influence the war colleges, academies,
artists, sports teams, and others capable of
maintaining normalcy and proliferating education
until the highest, most gifted, and prominent people
can return from castigation for ousting phonies.
Limitations: Limitations were few. DNA tests
were not conducted on items representing stingrays,
bird eggs, humans, artificial skin, etc. The behavioral
patterns of those leaving, collecting, guarding,
observing, and denouncing the items indicated the
value of the items to this research, which were at
times in plain sight of the coup. At other times they
were surreptitious presences.
The shore remained mostly constant over two
years. The atmosphere varied during rainy and cold
conditions. Some data was in plain sight and
instantaneously accessible. Items were hidden and
controlled by animals, plants, waves, and other
elements of the beach. For example, some items were
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not accessible for weeks or months until animals
authorized the collection and observation. A few
suffered fake instances of presentation. Drug
vestiges, fur, hair, gems, toys, chairs, cans, pipes,
nails, beads, and food appeared and disappeared.
Tourists pointed to some items that appeared to have
no bearing on this study, but may be relevant to other
aspects of the coup’s activity. Items of interest
majorly were used to instigate takeover by
degenerates. For example, fake or decoy items,
socks, crocs, rags, and bags were strewn to indicate
a message, perhaps to gangs, drug users, dealers,
traffickers, and dirty cops; but others, including the
military, police, park rangers, volunteers, educators,
tourists, officials, and athletes (e.g., bicyclists)
overcame them.
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2. “Le Véritable Voyage de Découverte Ne
Consiste Pas à Chercher de Nouveaux
Paysages, mais à Avoir de Nouveaux
Yeux.”324
a. The Pre-history
This subsection synopsizes. The president
popularly elected probably died in conjunction with
drugs, poor medical mistreatment, experimental
tape, and skin problems (e.g., soars and grafts)
affecting her mentally. Her peers and colleagues
were dually dispatched as a result of atrophy. They
were being tortured by criminals working as medical
staff who took them. A small indicium of caution
suggests that mummies wearing tape, trashing
through bandages, replacing body parts, physically
harvesting toxic globules, and undergoing terse
surgery persist at some level and are like those killed,
but may take the news and manipulate in conjunction
with terror and trafficking to deny some of the
exposure and the work of many preventing
catastrophic strikes, such as the bombing of
324

MARCEL PROUST, LA PRISONNIERE (1923) at 69.
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skyscrapers and poisonous mass murder in major
cities.
In addition to comorbid causes, a major
disruption to the ousted government and the ousting
groups occurred in 2018 when they met. They
intended to have dinner but were poisoned. It
appeared through visual evidence, auditory evidence,
and

circumstantial

evidence

that

the

ousted

incumbent president of a Western nation had
participated in a clam eating, ad hoc ritual bonding
criminals and politicians with their families.
Instead of a favorable outcome, it was villainous.
As the parties suffered poison, they errantly searched
for cures and feigned for help leading to catastrophe
for many. Around the world people lost faith as they
hoped for it to end or be televised. The attendees at
various points used artificial skin, masks, and animal
life to hide sexual degeneration, parties, and other
strange symptoms of physical, physiological, and
spiritual breakdown. Some of the attendees did
worse than others, for example one lit fake skin on
fire at the party. Not all appear to have suffered
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through sexual rebellion, delusions, psychosis, and
other symptoms. Ladies later fought to the death at
one point and were hospitalized side-by-side. They
are presently dead in all likelihood. Vital pieces of
their heads, hearts, brains, and veins seem to be
detached. Other explanations suggest extreme
alterations, lab grown replicas or tissues, slow loss of
mass, or half-decomposed parts.325 The exact nature
of the specimens is unknown, though saddening.
Due to the nature of their breakdown, the media
cannot decipher them from, oddly, doubles hired
incompetently to play them for their security and for
others observing them. Forensic evidence near the
shore in a prominent location, undisclosed by this
research, attests to the rapid decomposition of many
of their skin, some of which is preserved. They were

325

But see, Kate Harding, Dying to Be the Next Gisele, SALON, (Sept.
25, 2009), https://www.salon.com/2009/09/15/crystal_renn/.
Stephanie Wenger, Gisele Bündchen Posts Video of Tom Brady in
His Underwear to Promote Quarterback's New Line, PEOPLE (June 6,
2022), people.com/sports/gisele-bundchen-posts-video-of-tom-bradyin-his-underwear-from-new-line/. Diana Falzone, “Break Time:
Gisele Bundchen Gets Naked, but Did She Also Get Too Skinny?,”
Fox News (Apr. 13, 2016),
https://www.foxnews.com/entertainment/break-time-giselebundchen-gets-naked-but-did-she-also-get-too-skinny.
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dispatched by the military and others after being
discovered in irreversible commas and zombielike
states of autonomous manipulatable international
crime sprees. Though their remains have been
incinerated, some spongy samples, clear imprints,
layers, exit wounds, odor, and other fresh details are
archived. Not all were fully or partly incinerated.
Some splattered and decomposed after jumping from
windows and some were buried, in stages or in
whole.
Fossil evidence shows that large marine animals
were harmed by their activities. Many animals were
left in nearly unsustainable circumstances by human
folly. For example, evidence shows that Greenland
sharks, great white sharks, mako sharks, bull sharks,
lemon

sharks,

nurse

sharks,

Mediterranean

swordfish, sponges, and others were affected by
abandoned microwebs while the coup littered and
sponsored global warming and soaring temperatures
through erratic flight and coastal erosion, rising tides
through deforestation, aberrant immigration, drug
use and overdose in traffic, and erratic behavior such
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as group jaywalking. Insects for example were forced
to clean after people when they could have spent time
honoring powerful species, such as green dolphin
gazing and bottlenose parties. This unrecognizable
pattern led to a systemic breakdown of law and order
and near total collapse of major institutions (e.g.,
universities and banks). Education and banking are
two losing relics of a great nation, though the
aggressor has raged against them since the inception
of the War on Drugs in 1971. Instead of
strengthening animal networks to help them around
the globe, a part of the space administration was
damaged when two women intended unethically to
commit crime in space rather than intend to repair
their own planet from which they, as a group, had
taken animals into space to abuse. The women and
men irresponsibly on welfare caused damage to a
spacecraft and were killed. The military indeed has
also been infiltrated but is fighting.
The unrecognizable incumbent surrendered
authority to the coup it appeared around 2020 when
she permitted another candidate to run. It felt as if
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though the candidate died before the election when a
double took his place. The country has been in
disrepair (e.g., chronic scams and price hikes levied
against unemployment and unfair property seizure,
invasion, and searches) since. A general consensus
abounds

that

executive

leadership is

giving

commands to the military based on strategy and
experience. The people expect the sworn president to
be elected in a fair and uncorrupted election in 2024:
what was first as an interim president will then be an
executive. Presuming hope, the nation waits for the
president’s house to be occupied, without anyone
else, but the second in command; and this maneuver
will give time to heal the house and allow the people
to settle, for such time as the next century or so.
b. Effects on History, and So on
The creatures involved took matters into their
own hands. Perhaps to avoid poison or to simplify
life, some resolved to use birth control, such as
diaphragms, made from bottlecaps, which is not
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abnormal, to maintain their populations.326 They
sustained intimacy without surrendering. However,
as has been said, this may be unsustainable for
humans relying on their presence and power.
Spiritually and physically humans cannot survive the
loss of sea life or proliferation. Even the tides need
not testify to achieve just results.
Heroes consorted with coup members prior to the
interim establishment of order in the nation. A shoe
surviving a shark attack, towels, human flesh,
clothes, flip flops, bones, and diaphragms have been
observed and recovered around locations. Bearing
shark tongues, teeth encased preserved sand in
surf.327 The bites and clothing attest to death at sea.
A member of the coup drew a pistol toward a shark.
An assassin said he caught a shark with his bare
hands, but let the shark get going.
Animals

corresponding

with

the

sharks

demanded that humans again start having fun and
stop strife. Visible on the beach are wild cats, foxes,
326

The weightiest evidence proving the hypothesis is this. Proximity
matters.
327 Matthew E. Waranius, “Margaritaville” (2022).
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and snakes, and understandable evidence of large cat
sightings, etc.328 One day, an odor of a yellow tiger’s
vagina (i.e., musk) boomed. A young woman
disappeared. Left behind were only four notable fur
and hair fibers found in succession. The story of the
ghost of a disappearing cat, a tiger, a white tiger, and
a woman are instrumental for understanding how the
Greenland shark has cultivated human goodness.
Most of the fibers withered and reintegrated
immediately. Perhaps reintegration can be timed,
triggered, and controlled like decomposition. The
surface keeps the secrets.
c. À L'ombre des Jeunes Filles en
Fleurs329
Death is everywhere right now, and has been for
a while. The causes are numerous. They include
human drowning, conflagration, suffocation, handto-hand murder, alcohol poisoning, drug overdose,
Vanessa Carlton, “A Thousand Miles,” Be Not Nobody (2000),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Cwkej79U3ek.
329 MARCEL PROUST, À L'OMBRE DES JEUNES FILLES EN FLEURS
(1919).
328
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execution, exhaustion, and bites. The coup also
poisoned local folks everywhere to drive crime and
cease law. These studied beach areas, bearing an
illegal settlement, were populated and visited
routinely

by

criminals.

Though

accompanied

lovingly by loyal pets, they left debris, including
nails, bolts, metal pieces, shrapnel from artillery
(e.g., crane), debris from moving vans, concrete, and
paint chips which twisted dogs’ and cats’ ankles,
gouged-out their eyes, broke their backs, caused
rashes, etc. Local townspeople gathered and cleaned
the beach, but dogs, like turtles and seabirds, went
missing and were inevitably labeled victims in the
War on Drugs and War on Terror. Some were
captured at veterinarian offices and sold to animal
experimentation corporations testing controversial
medicine for made-up diseases ranging from
depression to respiratory infections, like pneumonia
correlated with drug abuse. The humans worshiped
their little companions but denied their natural
inclination to obey the whims and will power of
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specific

species

prevalently

appearing

physiologically through their motion and wills.
The traitors’ power waned and they were seen
slumping, driving while intoxicated, fighting, and
resting in prone positions unnaturally throughout the
area containing the bones of superiors in a dark and
consequently armed effort to destabilize peace and
quiet

enjoyment.

Interdiction

supplied

by

townspeople, movers, dogs, snakes, clouds, the
children of government all-stars, etc. supplied the
military and keepers of the coast with vital support
and numerosity tough enough to banish the myth of
bulk degradation promoted by the inferiorizing race
of invaders supported by sneaky miscreants.
Women were killed there and throughout the
cityscape while attempting to prostitute themselves,
intoxicate and attract the military, and shelter
refugees for widespread failure and unseemly
positioning (e.g., mating). They were tactically
dispatched and left to overdose—their own device.
Child nudity, group showers, displays of affection,
and binding (e.g., constrictive attire) were a few of
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the grotesque displays by coup ladies and their male
affiliates, a scourge across the nation. Sanctioned by
churches, they were closed for many months,
potentially in some instances, causing grave human
rights violations as death rites and other ceremonies
were irreplaceably dispensed. Loss of rites, control,
honor, friends, and family has been common as many
decent people try to fit in. Survival tactics include
hiding and tolerance. With these conditions, the coup
paraded and their deaths, demise, and rejection from
the normal parameters were obvious. Their remains
were detectable because they matched their physical
persons, objects, abuses, victims, and locations.
Their thought patterns and actions embedded in their
fossilized flesh became spiritual markers of authority
until collected and put to death publicly through this
work.
Recovery

and

apprehension

became

institutionalized with the military’s efforts. A careful
dance, the military released and alerted to the mixed
specimens made of melted and burned parts affixed
to logs, rocks, sand, and other items of natural
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occurrence. Shifted around the nation, the parts
reconfigured an innocent person to be forgiven in the
process of truth and reconciliation carefully staged
by the military through the press. Heroized lost ones
stood the test of time. Grave illness was buried.
Traitors were separated and punished, though
exonerated from eternal blame through this work and
theirs in the afterlife, of sorts.
Citizens all-but stripped of every right, driven
on and off military bases where they were randomly
assaulted and pummeled by waiting plants and
cherished by unarmed sailors and guards, were
battered by motorists who swerved and watched as
unnecessary communist housing bolstering phony
swingers was erected across the area and roads were
blocked using garish equipment. Realtors of oncekind, specious, unfamiliar, criminal, and terrorizing
inceptions pierced earth with wanted posters of
themselves in the form of paraphernalia, propaganda,
and prostitution. Animals lost their rights and homes.
Locals were forced by plagues to sell their properties
and

then

attacked

by

fraudulent

Cusack
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occupying government positions intending to deplete
their structure. Silt polluted the lungs, cars, filters,
and vents of local people forced to breathe
construction

debris

spanning

every

inch

of

chaotically strewn and laid motorway across the
country.
Established vendors enforced matriarchy-likecommunism with profane terms of affection ill-timed
to produce back aches and broken legs. The common
confrontational stride elucidated polarity and a
raging war perpetrated by women and men against
women in a way that did not affect men. Though
equally attacked, sexual diminution totally violated
the remaining sanctuaries, like grocery stores and
vegan

restaurants,

harboring

women’s

consciousnesses, simplicity, innocence, and right to
be free from battle, attacks, and defense. Defense and
Homeland Security members were pinched, ogled,
shared, dated without consent, slandered, and worse.
Shaky ground paved recognition, retirement, and a
way to future success without lackluster contractors
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and government employees supporting tyranny and
falling below professional standards.
Local men were not drafted by the military, but
rather appalled by the claim to female identity
perpetrated by actors, males, young women, poorly
performing females hired through Defense and
Homeland Security, and others baring no loyalty to
the feminist movement in the nation. To stack safe
harbors for the coup, crooked and now likely
dispatched cops and other employees and relatives
turned-off toilets, sealed public restrooms, turned-off
water fountains, and sent lines of young men ranging
from infants to grandpas to infiltrate women’s
restrooms in and out of costume. Drug addicts
crowded and incest was suggested alongside
grooming and molestation for money while men
ignored and conquered, a work in progress to defeat,
but some twisted symptoms of a sick society have
cooled with and without laborious persistence, for
example sisters sexually aggressing against brothers.
Men shared stories about having been ousted,
and women who have not worked in many years now
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complain that they seek restoration. Men complained
that infiltrators debunked appropriate expressions of
religious mentalities inside the military causing drug
dealers to attack them and align with jealous
superiors seeking pay. They also complained that
ineptitude accompanied women’s unwanted and
illegal infiltration and commandeering of the
military. Civilians and uniformed servicemembers
alike were responsible for a turnabout against the
wrongful system still evident on the Internet and
television. Many females who worked in the military
ended their posts, assumed satirical values, and
positioned

themselves

against

women.

Their

continued use of law and occupation of once
functionally all-male facilities has led to prostitution
and collapse on and around military bases.
Transgender criminals surfaced everywhere and
were driven back. Women removed their genitals and
flashed their peers in the military, performed fellatio
on base for strangers like gay male prostitutes, and
bragged through the press about making women
happy sexually when the converse could not have
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been

truer.

Acting

like

prima

donnas

and

supermodels, ladies who cannot fit into uniform but
don them, became obsessed with false camaraderie
and the portrayal of contra life in the jungle and
cities.

They

annunciated

ethnic

hang-ups,

shortcomings, speech impediments, and malodorous
vaginas; and stopped respecting maleness. Males
subordinated attacked obedient males in programs
like the Navy Seals stymying pronounced traditions
eradicating racial stereotypes and erecting barriers
needing to be reforged without cruelty through
rehabilitation.
The coup de grâce ended their shameful rant. The
errant girls signaled to civilized women threats and
attempts to occupy their homes. Women fought back.
To sponsor equality within the military, women hand
wove a tapestry to show why those poor employees
were unsuitable, not because they were female.
Baked and fired, through them men reacted
undercover, compassionately, in spirit, and then
insinuatingly to provoke traitors. They stopped
compromising no longer making comparisons to
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married, respectable, accomplished, and deserving
women. Specialists inside forced out regretful and
persistent female pilots surviving the stroke of bad
luck. The service continues to exclude them, not for
the shape of their genitals or the odor of their
hormones and genitals’ presence, illegally, but
instead because of the low caliber of character
presented during crisis. Their unwillingness to
defend women and men demonstrated antisocial
intentions and actions amounting to crime and
rebellion against the nation and their home state.
In conclusion, further study should aim to protect
children and animals. Thus, the recommendation of
this research is that people stop eating meat, dairy,
gelatin, honey, eggs, and other animal-based
products. It is also recommended that nationals
visiting remain lawful. Criminals accused of
violations cannot survive the immense pressure to
follow the authority presented and instructions given
by the lawful inhabitants and interim government.
Information of an urgent nature should be revealed
to authorities. Intimations indicated to sea life, at the
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shore, and to non-humans may receive the force of
law. Local booths should be empowered to return
stollen property

and money

immediately to

complainants and issue enforceable orders for
invaders to be removed. Institutionalization of this
Author’s work should proceed carefully and
passionately in due course.
3. Observation
Antisocial drug abuse has spiraled into a countersocial group mentality that forces environmentally
detrimental changes to transpire near the ocean
affecting the Greenland shark.330 The Greenland
shark is iconic within the Coast Guard and other
facets of the government.331 The species symbolizes
great heroes.332 The spirit of the sea is at one with the

330

Infra Section.
Kiefer Sutherland, A Few Good Men (1992).
332 E.g., Blue Angels pilot Frank Weisser. Carmen M. Cusack &
Matthew E. Waranius, Flying, Lying, and Laying Low: How to Learn
from Naval War College Lessons, 20 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 1
(2020). See, Kiefer Sutherland, Flatliners (1990).
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sharks’

spirit,

which

is

readily

observable

influencing people using the coast.333
In the Western country, people follow the law.
For example, they do not speed,334 they yield to
pedestrians,335 and they do not litter.336 However,
some people break the law routinely.337 They work
without licenses,338 they pay for prostitutes,339 and
the sell drugs.340 Each side seems equally obedient to
their understanding of how the Greenland shark is to
survive.341 However, the aggressors, many of whom
claim to be construction workers, clearly prevent the
beach from thriving and being clean.342 They are also
traffickers and assailants.343 People entitled to
regulate them according to conscience and duty are
333

People missing in action, held behind enemy lines, and
unreachable are still influenced. Assumed Corpus and Presumed
Corpus to Save the Environment: When Urine Green Spots, on
Nature Trails, and Slopping through Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE
289 (2021).
334 Fla. Stat. § 316.183 (2021).
335 Fla. Stat. § 316.130 (2021).
336 Fla. Stat. § 403.413 (2021).
337 Infra note.
338 Fla. Stat. § 489.127 (2021).
339 Fla. Stat. § 796.001, et seq. (2021).
340 Fla. Stat. § 775.082, et seq.; Fla. Stat. § 893.01, et seq. (2021).
341 Id.
342 Id.
343 Id.
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sidelined and lambasted as volunteers work around
the clock and paying tourists scream in horror.344
Constructs and narratives explain why the spirit
and the job are at odds.345 This affects women and
men, many of whom appear to be women in disguise
and vice versa.346 The construct is created by
conditions surrounding birth and life, and death,
which are uncontrollable.347 They are pressures
mounting from interactions with other animals,
plants, and planetary forces.348 In short, it is
physiological correlation with another animal.349 It is
sometimes described as animism.350 Ordered, when
possible, it seems to participate in totemic beliefs that
organize society according to needs and values.351
Narratives are explanations given by experts, such as
neurologists,

psychologists,

344

psychiatrists,

and

Id.
Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
346 SEX CASE LAW (2019).
347 Id.
348 Id.
349 Id.
350 Id.
351 Id.
345
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teachers.352

They

define

expectations

for

interactions.353 People are expected to conform to
norms and valuable mores.354 They do not deviate
because society will not let them.355 They are
external, and at times, internal controls, such as
medicine, a potential internal control.356
A person may have been prepared by his or her
body throughout his or her youth to assume a
position or role, but then suddenly a shift occurs—a
traumatic head injury provokes restraint from those
entitled to control the flow, for example pay is
withheld until conformity is achieved.357 The experts
may perceive a person who deserves a distinct
narrative.358 The narrative previously matched the
person’s construct, but now is altered by experts’

352

Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
353 Id.
354 Id.
355 Id.
356 Id.
357 Id.
358 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
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opinion.359 The person loses the inherence in the
job.360 Gender differences are vast, yet productive
narratives

are

established

and

difficult

to

circumnavigate.361 The constructs may or may not
relate to gender dimorphism, puberty, establishment,
or other gender-based instalments.362
Like the recommendations made in the next
Section, this Section converts to preparatory material
and lectures for experts discussing neurological
disruption to reveal why spiritual beliefs and expert
opinions blended together with drug use, terror, and
other problems over the past 60 years.363 This
Section supports the claim that the War on Drugs has
been required to save schools, the beach, the
presidency, and other institutions; and explains why
the adverse people cannot be convinced and
reconciled.364

359

Id.
Id.
361 Id.
362 Id.
363 Flying, Lying, and Laying Low: How to Learn from Naval War
College Lessons, 20 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 1 (2020). See, Sutherland,
Flatliners.
364 Id.
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Constructs and narratives suggest that without
intervention the spirit of the beach and culture will
clash.365 Head injury, being the most common form
of neurological disruption, in comparison to
overdose, psychological disease, and disorder, is
likely to cause others to respond and portray one
distinctly from how one perceives himself or
herself.366 It is the source of what a person may
believe is hardship, bad luck, karma, and other forces
beyond his or her control.367 The job is assigned by
one’s talents and fulfills a need in a group.368 The
spirit is assigned through physiological connection to
the earth.369 This affects women and men
differently.370
The construct is constructed further attracting
controllers and Frankensteins.371 Some conditions
escalate, including head injuries, drug-taking, and

365

Id.
Infra note.
367 Id.
368 Id.
369 Id.
370 Id.
371 Id.
366
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combat.372 Sportsmanlike conduct evaporates and
unfair competition drives down decorum. People are
left lifeless, disregarded, and out-of-touch. Behavior
is a condition influenced by the spirit that ought to
effect mindfulness, one’s mentality, wellness,
intimate

associations,

and

employment.

Yet,

mutilation of the individual transpires. Spiritual
pressure results in interactions.373 It is physiological
correlation with another animal or several animals
that is consistently dominant in a human’s mentality
and available to help decipher options without injury
and force.374 Liberalized, it seems to organize society
according to needs and values.375 Under the experts’
narrative people are not called together to honor their
spirits or the spirit of the Greenland shark near the
beach, but instead to subject themselves to
regimentation based on head injuries and perceived
weaknesses (e.g. medicalization).

372

Id.
Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
374 Id.
375 Id.
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A lesson to countervail the counter-social replies
reveals itself in the primary concern about fertility.
Like an ability of a shark to inseminate herself with
oral application of semen, and therefore, rely on
orally

positioned

prophylactic

to

prevent

fertilization; humans must take precautions not to
usurp spiritual endowments, but accept that which is
obligated and voluntary not mistaken.376 Intentional
erring may have transpired when one of the deceased
tried to make a pearl from her body. First she took
drugs, then ate shellfish, and finally was disposed in
a clam bed. Her medical tape produced a pearly
effect lasting throughout her reincarnation as a
specimen derived through this study. Possibly
knowing her demise would result in double-sided
infiltration, a pinch, of the clams’ community, she
became disturbed, and therefore possibly too sick,
originally, to deny drug-use, which ravaged her
reputation locally and distanced her from the mission
granted to her by her spirit.377 A ludicrous thought

376
377

Id. This noteworthy evidence was observed.
Id.
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knowing how her daughter died, perched in combat
against a ruthless dictator’s ex-wife, philosophy, and
only philosophy itself, reached in saving the mass
destruction and rendering a viable explanation for the
people, guided lightly.378 Unlike a shark passing
culmination in a group or one who can use a cervix
or throat like a penis, the condition here is aberrant
and extends beyond drugs and other bodily, familial,
and political abuses.379
The meaning is that those entitled to control and
participate in a particular series of actions, like in a
flow, may restrict personal choice; but humans are
fragile and end-up dead.380 A traumatic head injury
provokes constant control that is unsustainable.381
Drug use leads to death; and when imposed by
external forces, it may cause spiritually-minded
people to perceive one person while the imposer
imposes a distinct form of control over a person

378

Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
379 This is relevant to the proven hypothesis.
380 Id.
381 Id.
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unperceivable to the victim, thus presenting a new
narrative for the drug abuser.382 The narrative
imposed matches the person’s spiritual experiences,
but explains that the user is superior because of drug
use.383 Reality is now altered by expert opinion.384
The person affected loses the job, and it is compared
to those who abuse their posts.385 Objectification
peaks.386 The constructs relate to sex, age, wealth,
and instalment while the narrative rattles-on.387
Neurological disruption reveals to a drug abuser
why spiritual belief and expert opinion differ, yet,
head injury treatment creates an overdose causing
psychological diseases and disorders.388 This causes
others to respond and portray the abuser distinctly.389
Sensing

antisociality,

a

socialized

form

of

psychopathy emerges with the head injury and drug

382

Id.
Id.
384 Id.
385 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
386 Id.
387 Id.
388 Id.
389 Id.
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abuse is the source of more management.390 Forces
beyond the control of sober people can be explained
as greed because the experts develop reliance on
control and income; and may shore-up to illegal
narcotraffickers due to their persuasive appearance
and negativity.391 The treatment of misgiving
individuals responsible for job loss is an explanation
for inability to demand satisfaction, compliance, and
enforce deterrence.392 The treatment appeals to
egotistical minds addled by drugs.393 They crave
reform for acceptance and similarity.394 Doctors trust
others who have done drugs and term their users
experts.395 Thus a cycle begins that circumnavigates
the law.396 Drug (e.g., marijuana) use openly may be
condoned by abusers.397

390

MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018).
Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
392 Id.
393 Id.
394 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
395 Id.
396 MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018).
397 Id.
391
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More than antisociality, the process generates
counter-sociality.398

Counter-social

inhibition

responds aggressively to truthfulness.399 Drugs are
bad, result in theft, loss of prowess, and poor
judgment.400

Antisocial

processes

bear

no

resemblance to the well-balanced economy required
for this country to thrive; and therefore group
participation is demolished.401 Isolation, regret, and
humiliation

are

capitalized

and

drug

abuse

increases.402 The appearance of group resilience
encourages them to hide, disguise death, fallaciously
invoke law they are not entitled to use, untruthfully
involve the authorities, and mislead more people
while inflicting self-harm and harm to society.403
Delusions and desperation caused by drug use
claim to substantiate the individuals’ compliance and
the group’s ability to include everyone in countersocial drug communication.404 Communication is
398

Id.
Id.
400 Id.
401 Id.
402 MUTATED SYMBOLS IN LAW AND POP CULTURE (2018).
403 Id.
404 Id.
399
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both witnessed and imagined.405 Drugs are designed
and manufactured to damage clients’ consciences.406
Similitude is required; and has been enforced.407
Counter-social drug use causes perceivers, such as
experts and users to become attracted to symptoms,
behaviors, and processes indicating that certain drugs
are available.408 Sometimes, they want to steal drugs,
other times regulate them; at times, they want to
govern the perceived user like a slave in the War on
Drugs and the War on Terror to destroy the law to
create more drug use and reliance on expert
opinion.409 Novices run amok while communication

405

Id. Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the
Environment: When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and
Slopping through Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
406 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
407 Id.
408 Carmen M. Cusack, Irish in the Criminal Justice System, 6 J. L. &
Soc. Deviance 1 (2013); Carmen M. Cusack, Kent Make-Up Their
Minds: Juveniles, Mental Illness, and the Need for Continued
Implementation of Therapeutic Justice within the Juvenile Justice and
Criminal Justice Systems, 22 AM. U. J. GENDER, SOC. POL’Y & L. 149
(2013); Carmen M. Cusack, No Stroking in the Pokey: Promulgating
Penological Policies Prohibiting Masturbation among Inmate
Populations, 7 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 80 (2014).
409 Infra note.
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inhibits over-reaction and hinders truthfulness.410
Drug enthusiasts, abusers, and specialists look for
signs of use to avoid interaction that deescalates
negative impacts on the intended victim including
user.411
Counter-social

drug

communication

is

unproductive by nature.412 The communication
inhibits

delayed

reactions.413

It

causes

pandemonium, shutdown, and blacklisting, like the
kind suffered by many scholars near the end of the
20th Century and the beginning of the 21st Century.
Counter-social modes include:
1. thieving (job/position/life)
2. observation (judging/second guessing)
3. wanting (sluttiness/sexual addiction)
4. desire (greed/sequestration)
5. penance (bonding with animals).414
410

Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
411 Id.
412 Id.
413 Id.
414 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
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Counter-social drug use is to comply with
psychological constraints imposed by industry
experts.415 To resolve the problem, one must probe
the following:
1. hidden motive/ control non-advisementseeking new patient
2. real motive/ control psychopath to continue
office visits to avoid prison and loss of
income.416
Counter-social drug use does not inhibit
psychopathy.417 It inhibits delay.418 Thus, it appears
to benefit a victim and user, but not a nonadvisement-seeking

externally-controlling

new

patient, a drug-free victim.419 Once developed, the
person behaving as a psychopath is accepted by a
peer group of criminals and non-criminals because
symptoms are delayed.420 The entire effect is not

415

Id.
Id.
417 Id.
418 Id.
419 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
420 Id.
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visible to some.421 Other good people wait for an
opportunity to level the playing field while crime is
committed; they seek to restore order and force
others to make amends.422
Psychopathic adversaries bond with animals to
emulate spiritual progress and empathy.423 They
cannot feel.424 They cannot be remedied.425 The bond
is natural because the animal needs that spirit,
person, moment, mean, etc.426 The needs are great,
greater with a psychopathic psychological parent or
caregiver.427

The

bond

diminishes

as

psychopathology is revealed.428 Counter-social drug
use is not tolerated.429 Animals seek preservation, not
bonds.430 Though they may have given sympathy to

421

Id.
Id.
423 Id.
424 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
425 Id.
426 Id.
427 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
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the head injury, a connection to the injury (e.g.,
concussion) is relieved.431 The cause of the addict’s
loss of control is compounded causing a false belief
in a relationship, a symptom, and the feeling of being
connected to a psychopath.432 The person infers
totality because the user relates qua use and is now
ready to explain the animal relationship qua drugs—
a complete misunderstanding.433 The subsequent
drug abusers will look for signs of control loss and
harvest the narrative to assert a particular form of
dominion and take more land from the beach, thereby
killing millions of lives in the process and hampering
reproduction for some far away.434
The loss is unmistakable and correlates with a
signal

to

abuse

counter-social

drug

communication.435 The drug abuser wants total

431

Kent Make-Up Their Minds: Juveniles, Mental Illness, and the
Need for Continued Implementation of Therapeutic Justice within the
Juvenile Justice and Criminal Justice Systems, 22 AM. U. J. GENDER,
SOC. POL’Y & L. 149 (2013).
432 Id.
433 Id.
434 Id. This is key.
435 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
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control.436 Life is only like a movie, not a hero’s
journey.437 The hero’s journey is a cycle, and in those
cases, the god will not submit control.438 The result
is that the most adamant abusers communicate more
frequently using higher quantities of drugs.439 They
steal more money and employment opportunities,
corrupt the system, rape, reproduce, and murder
while defenders attack them and their antics.440 The
process of reform is slow, but compensated.441
Volunteers steer clear and become beacons of hope
to animals and tourists searching to reconnect.442
Finally, people who support drugs are those who
victimize.443 Any damaging substance, such as
coffee, tobacco, alcohol, aspirin, dairy, meat, cough
syrup, and prescription drugs, can communicate the
intent to receive a reaction demonstrating control.444
436

Id.
Id.
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441 Infra note.
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444 Assumed Corpus and Presumed Corpus to Save the Environment:
When Urine Green Spots, on Nature Trails, and Slopping through
Soil, 21 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 289 (2021).
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In conclusion those seeking alliance with the
government must abandon drugs.445 They have to be
independent from drug abusers or they will
communicate and obey psychopaths, psychologists,
parents, dreamt pets, corrupted officials, common
kings, backache bearers, etc.446
Similarly, to restore industry, drugs must be
annihilated and sober people must be uniformly
made whole.447 The market cannot sustain saturation
by counter-social drug use.448 People cannot
communicate their power, knowledge, activity,
whereabouts, or needs.449 The counter-social drug
communication epidemic demystifies the person to
establish control.450 It must end because humans
need spiritual fulfilment and the Greenland shark
needs to reproduce.451
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Id.
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IV. MEDIA
Modalities developed should recognize the
heroes whose work unilaterally represents male
protectiveness.452 The military, Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA), assassins, Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI), veterans, and others primarily
engulfed in all-male, yet civilized worlds, rendered
aid through aggressive tactical attacks, in all
likelihood.453 CIA, FBI, and other employees and
future

employees

inspected

items

and

were

consulted. Therefore, the following notes should be
obtainable in the course of research presentation: 1)
incinerated pieces matched shards of burnt turf
lobbed for evidence collection from federally flown
aircrafts and left on the beach by trained
investigators; 2) an artistic fleur de lis was
discovered near a secret location where a handmade
rose was left indicating the heads of the local front
had verbally agreed to takeback an illegally settled
452

Carmen M. Cusack, Fair Fight and Flight Doctrine, Ending
Police Violence: What Impertinence!, 22 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 4
(2021).
453 Id.
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area and acknowledge the executives’ role in the
mission; 3) the war against good females’ agency
reached animals making procreative choices as well
as the female executive barred form interacting with
those in service socially and unofficially; and 4) the
operation involved local police, proprietors, chefs,
churches, etc.454
Financial means were secured through Congress
through the War on Drugs and the War on Terror.455
Females and males worked to identify, through the
park service, wildlife agencies, socials, media
broadcasts, etc., terrorists present throughout the
locality near the beach.456 The terrorists’ home
nations offer rewards ranging from a few hundred
dollars to a few million for the capture, return, or

454 Carmen

M. Cusack, Busting Patriarchal Booby Traps: Why
Feminists Fear Minor Distinctions in Child Porn Cases, An Analysis
of Social Deviance within Gender, Family, or the Home (Etudes 4),
39 S. U. L. REV. 43 (2011); Carmen M. Cusack, Consensual
Insemination, An Analysis of Social Deviance within Gender, Family,
or the Home (Etudes 6), 2 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 158 (2011);
Carmen M. Cusack, Context: Use of the Word “Fuck” in Pedagogy
and Higher Learning, 8 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 133 (2014).
455 Id.
456 Id.
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death of entire networks affiliated with a single
mastermind.457
Artists portrayed lessons distributed.458 To
complete art projects describing the loss of
celebrities, turf, politicians, and resources, or to
celebrate living and past heroes, graffiti, b-boying,
breakdancing, and record spinning may suffice.459 A
local club, with members and parlor customs, may
draw lawyers, engineers, police, and others from
around the area and out-of-town to discuss
downtown functions and settlement areas.460 An
engaging downtown area is where some evidence
may be found and shown to authorities, like judges
and police for warrants and rewards.461 It serves as a
memorial for victims (e.g., 9/11), heroes (Chicago’s
Jackson Park), and former presidents who have been

457
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Id.
459 Fair Fight and Flight Doctrine, Ending Police Violence: What
Impertinence!, 22 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 4 (2021).
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received there, for example a site at which Andrew
Jackson received Florida from Spain.462
Project ideas include the following: relationships
between superfluous marathons, road closure, and
corruption; unnecessary construction and faulty
police protection of lanes; reassignment of police,
including Homeland Security, to benefit survivors of
domestic

violence

and

investigation;

ending

homelessness in Washington D.C.; mistreatment of
shore animals by tourists; speeding and death;
animals’ use of the shore, roadways, and roofs; beach
restoration and human trafficking; and racism and
water

fountains.463

Narrower

topics

can

be

reconfigured to explain the national sentiment, pain,
humiliation, and waste.464 Project topics include the
following: honesty in hiring; segregating specialized

462

Id. These sites are plentiful throughout the 50 states, including the
commonwealths of Kentucky, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia.
463 Carmen M. Cusack, Right to Food Not Arms: Beefing to Update
Second Amendment Interpretation, 17 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 47
(2019); Carmen M. Cusack & Matthew E. Waranius, Visual
Detection of Sex Offenders and Consequential Biases among
Christians, 10 J. L. & SOC. 42 (2015).
464 Right to Food Not Arms: Beefing to Update Second Amendment
Interpretation, 17 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 47 (2019).
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females working through the military; offering rest
and relaxation to the military; prostitution and
vaping; international breach of contract; theft of
intellectual property by people outside and inside the
country; hacking online schools and text messages;
aesthetic sabotage in online markets; price inflation,
phony insurance, and abuse by private security
teams; violation of people in lines and alcoholism;
female fashion correspondence to the regionalization
of animal cruelty; e-currency and traffic violations;
mixed ethnicity and self-harm; suicide and the
Marines; spiritual and emotional plagiarism; and
child victims entering the wars through voluntary
activity.465
Schools under siege have been awarded to
demagogues who removed caring women previously
managing them together with men working with
them to steal their privileges and suppress their
rights.466 Presently, while a few retain employment,
the academic environment suffers from deteriorated
465

Right to Food Not Arms: Beefing to Update Second Amendment
Interpretation, 17 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 47 (2019).
466 Id.
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freedom and remuneration.467 Reasserting control,
such as quality control, over the women who work at
universities and hiring students will also be
facilitative.468 Once students have maintained an
aura of goodness they can develop authentic
intellectual skills.469 Before they recognize the
national

tragedy

being

contained

by

justice

aficionados and enthusiasts the law abiding citizenry
cannot invest.470 Land due quiet enjoyment and
public

spaces

continue

to

be

punishing

environments.471
These broad project topics and the following
discussion outline, for example, will bring back the
greatness the nation expects from each resident,
citizens, and visitors:
1. What is the state of nation?
2. Which problems are most insulting or
hurtful to students and their family or friends?

467
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3. How many people are estimated to suffer
from that problem, and how frequently?
4. What is the remedy for that offense and
when can it be anticipated?
5. How can one cope with loss of remedies?
6. How can one enforce remedies, including
revenge?
7. How will the people honor revenge requests
and make heroes of victims when necessary?
8. When will the wars, including an unofficial
war on women, end?
9. What will the future look like and what joys
can be restored immediately?
10. How will animals be affected in addition
to what has been described?
11. How can their web of information be
improved to prevent future mistreatment?
12. When will be the anniversary of my past
effort or my future effort?472

472

Right to Food Not Arms: Beefing to Update Second Amendment
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A module sample is given below:
1. Discuss geography, the Greenland shark,
and the Western Hemisphere.
2. Discuss Western philosophy, democratic
republic, and tyranny.
3. Discuss environmentalism and the circle of
life.
4. Brainstorm about the relationships between
points one through three.
5. Select factual links. Memorize.
6. Evaluate explication of memorized material
and essay production.473

Another module sample follows:
1. Prepare a diagram or diorama of a beach and
litter on the shore.
2. Prepare a diagram or diorama of the
government branches and relationships to
corporations and industries.

473

Id.
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3. Prepare a diagram or diorama of the
Greenland shark’s territory in relation to the
Western Hemisphere.
4. Prepare a diagram or diorama of how the
government, corporations, and industries
produce relationships between the Greenland
shark and the Western shores.
5. Chart how those relationships could affect
breeding. Make human inferences.
6. Present the diagrams, dioramas, and
chart.474
The educational modules recommended are part
of an expansive pie because they can be shared and
developed without limit, but within reason.475 They
are negotiation tools to scale back the totalitarian

474

Carmen M. Cusack, Blind Rhyme: The Reasonable Person
Standard Violates the First Amendment, 19 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 3
(2020).
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tactics of coup devotees.476 The modules attempt to
reinstitute reasonability and obedience to the law.477
Discussion of the modules in class alerts Defense and
Homeland Security to needs on the horizon without
constitutional

violations

by

the

department

members.478 It offers and instills standards.479 The
lessons accept peace and generate prosperity.480
Prospective lesson plans demonstrate control and
creativity and allow teachers to offer rich learning
experiences.481 Concluding, order is restored when
humans, animals, plants, land, and property are safe,

A Right Not to Parent One’s Children, 18 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE
103 (2019); Carmen M. Cusack, “Cuba Nos Une”: Ending the
Cuban Adjustment Act, 11 J. L. & SOC. DEVIANCE 1 (2016); Carmen
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131 (2012).
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which is guaranteed under the Constitution.482
Lessons here finalize the win for this country against
tyranny,

earthlings,

and

the

Earth

against

destruction.483
V. CONCLUSION
In Conclusion, the subject of this research is
digestible because the future of education is
highlighted.484

The

Department

of

Education

promises real success particularly because of the
following: 1) educational modules are now available;
2) the academy will be safe due to the withdrawal of
fighters in uniform, their children, their teachers,
etc.; 3) the Department of Defense and Department
Homeland Security require extensive funding and
stand to gain when proceeds stollen by the coup
through Education are recaptured and devoted; 4)
proof of success by all three departments promises to

482
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deliver future attention to rest, improved funding,
and respect from the public; and 5) after funding is
secured Education will be bolstered by Defense and
Homeland Security more easily to proposer and
trickle down through the economy.485 Through
traditional means boasting academic achievement,
comradery, discipline, and authentic hierarchy,
freedom, learning, and intelligence will survive.486
The first point in this research was established by
demonstrating that human activity can reach other
species.487 Second, the notorious misconduct in the
Western country spilled into the sea.488 Third, it can
be recalled under proper guidance.489 Finally,
gentleman and ladies guiding children, dogs, estates,
and

corporations

may

achieve

tremendous

rectification.490 A greening process, veganism, and

485
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environmentalism will enlighten as truth and
reconciliation,

education

and

discipline,

and

enforcement and correction are implemented and
achieved.491
Not to be repeated—the War on Drugs and the
War on Terror ravaged memorable victims using
names such as Sasha, Louise, Bill, Warren, Mark,
and Malia.492 Some were converted to no more than
slaves and servants in the name of greed and
addiction, others were taken.493 They worked at
times to support the government, but some fought
against it by manufacturing videographic threats,
obscenity, child pornography, narcotics, and other
contraband.494 As research emerges, the status of
their good will and their effort will be presented.495
Although some fought at times against the federal
government and several states, and lost their lives,
they were not always determined to hurt the

491
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nation.496 The possibility looms that an international
hoax was perpetrated, unlikely though, it stands to
reason that other victims will be brought to light in
near and distant futures—rather work stoppage,
laziness,

inferiorization,

and

other

common

problems took their lives piece by piece.497
As the government reestablishes control and pays
for students to be part of this nation’s culture, images
pleasing to the school system are valued more highly
than those excluded by it.498 A system of checks and
balances simulating and replicating peer review is
embedded into discipline codes.499 Those images
will serve as early work product and information for
acquiring ideal employment and remuneration for
effort and achievement by Defense, Homeland
Security, Veterans’ Affairs, Energy, Transportation,
Transportation

Security

Administration,

Drug

Enforcement Administration, National Organization
for Women, World Health Organization, Health and
496
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Human Services, Labor, Commerce, Agriculture,
Interior, Justice, Treasury, Internal Revenue Service,
the courts, police, FBI, CIA, the media and press,
universities, Coast Guard, Marines, Air Force, Army,
Navy, state capitals and governors, counties, cities,
tribes, counselors, clergy and revivals, fireworks and
stadiums, disease testing clinics, airlines and trains,
the State Department, embassies, the Office of the
President, the Office of the Vice President, Congress,
parks and monuments, conservation organizations
(e.g., mountains, eagles, Constitution, wolves, white
tigers,

whales,

prairies,

prairie

dogs,

and

hippopotamuses), 501(c)(3) (e.g., TB12 Foundation
and Gronk Nation Youth Foundation) and 501(c)(4)
(e.g.,

National

Football

League

(NFL))

organizations, assassins, weapons manufacturers,
taxicabs and busses, automobile corporations,
etiquette schools and debutante trainers, home
economics and marital counseling, martial artists and
fitness buffs, parenting courses and Planned
Parenthood, touristic casinos and discotheques,
Antarctic and Arctic patrols, zookeepers, beauticians
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and seamstresses, stores and online stores, plumbers,
coolant specialists and mechanics, firemen and
repairmen, theatre troops and film studios, television
and radio stations, bicyclists and bikers, adult
theaters, the handicapped, heroes and heroines,
pharmacies, and others who cared continuously
about this work product and the animals discussed.500
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